#MovingCan
Physical
Activity

Day
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#MovingCan
be one of the most
effective things we can
do for our health. It is
proven to positively
affect more than 23
physical and mental
health issues.
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Anxiety

#MovingCan
have a huge impact
on our wellbeing.
Physical Activity can
increase our selfesteem, reducing
stress and
anxiety.
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Improves
Immune system

A healthy
lifestyle and regular
exercise is the single
best step you can
take to boost your
immune system.
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Improves
Sex Life

#MovingCan
stimulate the brain
to produce more
endorphins. This can
aid your mental and
physical health in a
relationship, including
your romance!
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Stroke

Just 30 minutes
of moderate activity
five days a week
can reduce your
risk of stroke by
over 25%.
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10 Stress
Stress
#MovingCan

relieve stress and
improve your mood.
Moderate excercise
can improve your
mental-wellbeing.

Day Reduces severity/
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effects of asthma

#MovingCan
reduce the symptoms
of Asthma. It can
improve the way
your lungs work,
boost your immune
system and make
you feel good.
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Hypertension

150 mins
of moderate
-intensity aerobic
activity such as cycling
or fast walking every
week keeps your
heart in good
condition.
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Falls
Prevention

#MovingCan help
to improve and
prevent the decline
of muscle strength,
balance and
endurance, all the
mrisk factors
for falling.

Day Promotes
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healthy
Pregnancy
#MovingCan
improve your fertility
and promote healthy
pregnancy. Walking,
dancing and yoga
have been proven
to improve conception
and look after
your baby.

Day

Day Remaining

26independent
in later life
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#MovingCan
help us stay
independent in
later life by keeping
us fit, strong
and flexible.

#MovingCan
improve
self-confidence
and self-esteem. It
boosts energy and
releases 'feel good'
endorphins.

Improves
self-esteem
and confidence
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Osteoporosis

#MovingCan help you
prevent the onset of
osteoporosis and
improve bone
health.

Day

Day
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Diabetes

Getting active and
Just 30
minutes
staying
active
can
of moderate
activity
help
you manage
your
five
days
a
week
can
diabetes or help you
reduceyour
yourrisk
riskofof
reduce
stroke
over 25%.
Type 2bydiabetes.

Day

Improved
Sleep

12 Arthritis
Arthritishelp
#MovingCan

13

Day

Day Reduces risk

prevent the early
onset of osteoarthritis
by 83% and alleviate
the symptoms.
Swimming and cycling
are great
options.
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Slows the
ageing process

#MovingCan
can counteract the
physiological,
psychological, and
cognitive consequences
of ageing.

Day Helps combat
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poor lifestyle
choices

#MovingCan
help combat other
poor lifestyle choices
and habits.

#MovingCan help
you sleep! Reduce
insomnia by taking
part in regular
moderate physical
activity including
swimming, cycling
and walking.
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of certain
cancers

#MovingCan
lower cancer risk
in a range of different
types of cancer and
also help both during
cancer treatment and
during recovery.
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Improves
Educational
Performance

Day

6

Hypercholesterolemia

#MovingCan
improve your
cholesterol numbers.
Combine aerobic
exercise and strength
training to reduce
your heart
disease risk.
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Energy

#MovingCan
ensure you have
more energy!
Being active boosts
our brains and
makes our bodies
more efficient.
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Improves
range of motion

#MovingCan
increase your range
of motion and flexibility,
giving you the ability
to achieve daily tasks
such as sitting up
from a chair or
climbing the stairs
more easiliy.
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Cost/
sickness absence
#MovingCan

#MovingCan
decrease costs for
increase
yourself and your
educational attainment, employer. Being physically
improve concentration active not only increases
and improve
producivity but also
reduces your chances
attention at school
of taking sickness
absence.
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Back Pain

Day
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Depression

#MovingCan
#MovingCan
prevent and reduce
increase
blood flow
the symptoms of back
pain. Stregnth building to the brain and release
exercise and stretching endorphins, the body's
very own natural
can also aid recovery
antidepressant.
from injury.
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Reducing
Social Isolation

#MovingCan
reduce isolation by
alleviating the harmful
effects of loneliness
by lifting our
mood.
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Brain
Function

#MovingCan help
your brain function
such as memory,
process and concentration
functions. This can help
with everyday functions
and key to having a
long, healthy life.
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It’sFun!
fun!
31It’s

It gives you a
chance to unwind,
enjoy the outdoors or
simply engage
in activities that make
you happy like
gardening, clycling,
or even cleaning!
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Day
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Increase
life-expectancy

Regular
#MovingCan help
you live longer by up
to 4.5 years!

Day

24 Dementia
#MovingCan
significantly impact
the wellbeing of
people with
Dementia and
Alzhiemers

